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The Eye of the Beholder

An Interview with Vera Lehndorff and Holger Trülzsch
by Manuela Martorelli / translated by Talia Farghaly

A whispering female voice, almost ghostly. A chanting ritual, through
nostalgic notes. We can hardly hear the words, they feel
incomprehensible, maybe purposely. Images of white river pebbles,
one after the other, revealing among them a head of a woman. Is that a
skull? Is that the soul of a female body, resting undisturbed? She is so
beautiful yet so dramatically silent. Is she hearing us? Her presence is
real, we can almost grab one of these pebbles. So vividly. Yet a sense of
uncanny beauty, of loneliness in all its vastness, surrounds the screen.
Composed by Ennio Morricone and voiced by Edda Dell’Orso – a
singer known for Sergio Leone’s cinematographic masterpiece
Once Upon a Time... the Revolution theme – the melancholic, at times
eerie music channels the deepest sentiments of a woman, her
destructive vulnerability and fragility. The woman in front of the
camera is Vera Lehndorff the iconic top model better known
throughout the 60s and 70s as Veruschka. The cinematographic work
is Franco Rubartelli’s 1971 Veruschka: Poetry of a Woman. Dedicated
to Vera, Rubartelli used the photographs shot in 1969 as opening
credits for his movie, conveying the deepest feelings of the famous
model, the constrictions inside the restrictive fashion world, even
before her departure from the modelling scene to return to fine art in
the mid-70s. It’s no other than the incipit of this movie to mark the
beginning of the artistic collaboration between fine art photographer,
painter and sculptor Holger Trülzsch and Vera. Their work together
started in the early 70s and merges a research toward nature, the
body, and both natural and artificial elements of the human realm.
Vera and Holger operate through the photographic medium
“documenting” artistic happenings, with the body at its center,
tableaux vivants, questioning the nature of art itself and what lies
behind the appearances. We speak with Vera Lehndorff and Holger
Trülzsch about their long artistic liaison, their respective formative
backgrounds and their retrospective recently opened at Galleria
Spazzapan di Gradisca d’Isonzo in Italy: Behind the appearances.
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Manuela Martorelli: One of the most captivating
elements of two artists working together is
when their artistic lives interconnect for the
first time. How did you meet?
Holger Trülzsch: The idea of collaboration arose
rather abruptly and surprisingly for me – who, unlike
her, comes from the area of contemporary art –
when I saw the stone head in Vera and Rubartelli’s
film credits. You could call it déja-vu, which I know
from experience, can cause exciting developments
and is triggered by original and uncanny images of
the familiar or unfamiliar. After all, in the ambiguity
of the beautiful/ugly lies an enormous force field
of the acceleration of metonymic perception.
However, Vera’s uncanny stone head first broke
the boundaries in my imagination, of artistic
possibilities of development into a new art form.
When I met Vera, the differences and limitations of
the art forms in fine arts, applied arts, decorative
arts, crafts were still prevalent and not captured
by normalization through the monetary market
value and the media. Although Vera came from the
commerce-oriented media industry, she did not
care much about direct financial profit maximization.
The maximization of her media presence, as a
symbolic capitalistic promise, was definitely in her
interest. This slowly faded away with increasing
reflection, at least in our works, which were no
longer compatible with exploitable common taste.

HOLGER TRÜLZSCH
Photographical Diary Sheet N°7
“Stable Window and Doll”
70 x 100 cm
Peterskirchen 1986-1987

Vera Lehndorff: How else could it be? I knew that
if I wanted to be successful and, in the best case,
become a media star or even an icon, then I needed
to follow the rules of the game; otherwise,
I shouldn’t have started in the first place. It would
have been entirely pointless and foolish. I wanted
to have success with my mythical figure Veruschka,
with her face and with her body. Playing a specific
role, which could be perceived as typical and
recognizable to me, is a necessary rule of the
game. The free spaces that I could create for myself
with great pleasure and verve, and how I shaped
and played them, were just as much a part of my
appearance as the media’s public opinion of me.
In any case, that was the opportunity that presented
itself to me until the early 70s. Unfortunately, after
that, the bland, industrial fashion design of mass
consumption began to dominate the media,
adaptation to mediocrity was the requirement. This
no longer corresponded to my ideas, so I looked
for ways out.
MM: The body has been at the center of your
work since the very beginning. What does the
word “body” represent to you in your work? It
expands beyond the physical boundaries of
what we consider “body”?
HT: At the beginning, it never occurred to me that
we could develop common artistic interests. How

could it? It was improbable with our opposing
lifestyles and looked more like a quickly passing
relationship, as it also corresponded to the time
after the year 1968. In the 60s/70s, people were
not necessarily fixated on two-way relationships
but rather the discovery of so-called sexual
freedom, whatever that means, was in full swing.
Vera came from the media and fashion scene. As
it soon turned out, she was also a famous model
called Veruschka (possibly the most famous model
of all time), which I had hardly noticed before
because I was very removed from that. I only knew
her from her appearance in Antonioni’s film
BlowUp. Once I realized who Vera was, I found it
improbable that I would work with a fashion icon,
as that was still a no-go for a serious artist at that
time. Fashion and modeling had nothing to do with
art in the 60/70s, and certainly not with the art
that interested me. The idea of working artistically
with an icon seemed utterly absurd to me at the
time. A fleeting love affair, perhaps, but nothing
more. Of course, it came differently...
The question I asked is, what is the meaning of
my “private” body, when the media manages it
as a carrier of the PR and consumer industry,
which has long been established. My body
belongs to me only in the areas that are not
reached by the media or fall out of the media’s
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sphere of interest. Within Vera’s icon status, the
icon’s body was hardly Vera’s (Veruschka’s) selfdetermined property anymore but belonged to
the commercialized image carrier, the media. This
was an enormous challenge for our work, that of
reconquering the body by destroying its media
utility value to become a complex, critical art
object that no longer adjusts itself to the individual
ego. Vera’s art-body became her and my material
that broke free from the spell of the artistic ego
and had to deal with the agreements of two artists
with matter. Her body was no longer only
expressively but – above all – reflexively involved.

Not to forget, we were in the early 70s. The
perception of time was still completely different,
there were no cell phones, no internet, no
simultaneous digital transmission. There was only
the time-delayed print media and television. The
body was not yet transparent and fragmented.
Telephone calls in public spaces could only be
made in so-called telephone booths, initially paid
with coins, and later on with plastic cards. An era
when time still seemed tangible. Our projects had
to be planned well in advance, film and
photographic material were still analog and had
to be purchased and stored in sufficient quantities
and then transported to the lab and developed
before the result could even be checked. This
process called for precision and control as well
as a necessary mastery of techniques and artistic
experience and foresight of the result. We were
almost the only ones in the field of body painting
and could open up new, almost untrodden terrain,
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It was an exciting challenge to push body art
performance beyond the actionists, who had
already relatively exhausted it in the 70s. My
interest in it developed from my knowledge of the
amusing artist festivals of the Russian Suprematist
couple Natalia Goncharova and Mikhail Larionov,
who used to paint the faces of their friends at these
festivals, just as some of the Lettrists had their
upper bodies or the whole bodies of their wives
painted or even written on. They called it “Living
Canvas”. In 1965, Shigeko Kubota performed her
Vaginal Painting, a body technique that was still
reserved for Buddhist monks at the time. They tied
a brush dipped in black ink to their penis and
danced with their extended penis painting over a
surface. Around the same time, the Japanese
Gutai group was active with their mud actions and
color orgies. They understood their actions, as did
the American action artist Carolee Schneemann
a few years later, as a continuation of painting with
and on their bodies. Yves Klein created his
Anthropometry of the Blue Period, Yayoi Kusama
had her body and environment painted with polka
dots in 1965, in order, as she said, to dissolve the
boundaries between art, man, and environment.
The Viennese Actionists performed their injury
actions painted on the body and wrapped with
gauze bandages, partly with actions also in Munich
(where I took part in the act of Hermann Nitsch) at
first only for the camera and film documentation,
an anticipation of the American Photographic
Performances practised in SoHo New York, which
I also performed in from 1972 to 1974. Valie Export
used her body as a public action object to be
scanned by passers-by. Ana Mendieta created
similar performances almost simultaneously with
our nature performances, without us knowing
about each other.
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even though her reputation as the fashion icon
Veruschka still cast a powerful shadow, which was
conceptually useful in our artistic work – a paradox
which we had to learn to implement analytically
and productively. Our first major project MIMIKRY
DRESS ART required a completely altered
approach – the opposite of my previous nature
works – a radical analysis of the artificial world of
media. Our MIMIKRY DRESS ART already points
to the subtle, ironic reversal of the positions of the
media, to the clichés of the icons from film, TV,
fashion and print media that are fixed in the
collective consciousness. Of course, we also
referred to film clips or photos that seemed to us
indicative and useful. To the title MIMIKRY DRESS
ART I added a subtitle: “Everyone wants to be Mick
Jagger, even Mick Jagger” who was rejected by
the media (and art magazines) at that time as
absurd.
After that it became clear to us that we had to
look for an even more radical form for our work,
in order to finally emerge from the shadow of the
hippie body painting, which had already been
used internationally since the 60s by the consumer
and media industry. In the 60s you could already
buy skin painting boxes in almost every store front
in the USA, as well as in England. Advertisement
companies worked with it, Playboy USA published
an issue with decorative body painting in March
1968, which led to an enormous international PR
multiplication effect and thus to a popular trend
and hype of body painting. Vera’s body painting
had still emerged from this environment of the
hippie culture, but already hinted to a somewhat
more sophisticated background inspired by
African wildlife (probably inspired by her fashion
photography work in Africa with Peter Beard) and
echoes of surrealist imagery (Dalí). Back then,
I had considered this as kitschy entertainment.
Only one image fascinated me, Vera’s stone head
buried under stones. I found this haunting image
deeply disturbing and cruel in its noncommittal
beauty. Although this was not about disappearance,
in the sense of being killed by a brutal lapidation,
but clearly about hiding, a silent, beautiful mimicry,
a silent animal – lurking to attack the victim. I could
not suppress the sensation of horror. Vera suddenly
opens her eyes and fixates the viewer, while the
camera pans over the pile of stones during the
opening credits, which caused a slight moment of
shock in the cinema. The audience applauded with
relief. Much more than by the film images, I was
touched by the photograph of the stone head,
which in its relaxedness and quiet beauty exuded
the absolute finality of death – suffering that
wouldn’t even elude the sadistic torturers. The face
of death shows no individual expression of
emotion. Unless the person has been decapitated,
which is one of the cruelest practices, because
the decapitated person experiences his own death.
When Charlotte Corday, the murderer of Jean-Paul
Marat, was guillotined, the executioner lifted her
head out of the basket and struck it, causing
Charlotte’s face to blush.
MM: You were already exploring body painting
long before you met Holger. What inspired you
then?
VL: I think it had a lot to do with the shaving cream
action that Salvador Dalí did with me. He made
me realize that my body was my material, whether
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in art or in the media, and he didn’t seem to make
any distinction. I had done most of these body
paintings for our film, which I made with Rubartelli
in 1969. Rubartelli had then used these shots for
the opening credits and title of the film. I had also
done smaller face paintings before that, such as
the transfer of a Picasso image, bird faces or even
snake drawings and the like. But that was
ultimately more in the context of publications in
the press and fashion magazines and was in no
way aimed at art, which at that time still existed
as a separate area. The interest to develop body
painting into art performance arose only through
the collaboration from 1970 on with the painter,
sculptor and musician Holger Trülzsch. I met him
for the first time in 1969 in the baroque vicarage
of my mother, when he and his musician friend
Florian Fricke founded the electronic music group
Popol Vuh (Percussion and Moog Synthesizer)
and had just finished the sound recordings for
their first LP Affenstunde.
After he had seen my stone head in the opening
credits of the film with Rubartelli, he convinced
me that we absolutely had to develop this still
undefined idea of body art artistically. I was
actually done with it and saw no further
development possibilities in it for me. It was
already published and the success was almost
worldwide. That was the goal for me at that time,
nothing more. Only through Holger Trülzsch with
his knowledge of art and his rigor I grabbed the
chance to develop something more important and
exciting in collaboration with him, which was
initially not part of my intentions. Through the
collaboration with Holger, another time dimension
entered my life. Everything became slower, more
reflective, more thorough and thus ultimately more
artistically efficient. It was no longer the pressure
to produce quick images, ideas and gestures that
satisfied the short-term gag of fashionable
publications that counted, but the protracted
insistence on the interaction of image and content
in the photographs and films of our performances.
My slow, reductive movements in our Oxydation
performances are opposed to the fixed projection
surfaces of the fashion photographs.
MM: Through your own vision you explored the
idea of politically engaged art. The 60s and 70s
were a crucial time for artists. You, Holger,
were one of the leading figures of the student
movement in Munich. Can you tell me more
about that moment in your career?
HT: To answer this would be too long, but my
change from political activities back to music was
already rejected as extremely problematic by my
artist comrades, but we still talked to each other.
But when I started to work together with the
supermodel Veruschka the contacts were over. I
had become a renegade for them, even in the art
scene this was an impossible, unserious
connection. A fashion diva from the opposing,
non-political milieu was not a possible option at
that time, especially not in the art milieu. At that
time, however, I did not care. I knew that the
student revolt had ended and I had to find a way
back into art before it was too late, which has
happened to many of my comrades. With the
development of body painting performance, I was
able to reconnect with what I had learned craftwise at the academy: (nude) drawing, anatomy,
fresco painting, sculpture, art history and theory.

Even more so with a contemporary technique that
was new to me, photography. My friendships with
filmmakers remained, they found it rather
interesting. Over the course of the work with Vera
I also began again to develop my own art work
and become successful with it.
MM: Holger, in the 70s you were sharing an
apartment in SoHo with Robert Hughes, and
Gordon Matta-Clarks’s restaurant Food was
just one block from the place. What kind of
energy were you witnessing in the art world
then?
HT: Bob was an important friend for me, above all
he was a generous, intellectual conversationalist,
extremely amusing and driven by rather crazy
ideas, which pleased me very much. His
knowledge was amazing, as was his delight in
linguistic formulation, and he was a great, genuine
blasphemer. He invited me to his loft, corner of
Princestreet and Westbroadway, to rent the room
of his son Danton, who had moved out. This was
a fortunate circumstance for me, which brought
me in the early 70s into the eye of the storm of the
SoHo art happening, which had become the center
of the international art scene at that time. In SoHo,
NoHo, Little Italy, the Bowery, a lively, active art
scene had emerged in which photography was
fiercely debated, questioned and redefined. At
that time, photography was at the center of
discussions and artistic debates, accompanied
by extreme actions and experimental forms, which
had hardly any points of contact to the history of
photography, but very much so to contemporary
art. The general development was rapid.
Photography was simply reconceptualized. Susan
Sontag played an important part in this with her
weekly theoretical analyses of photography in the
The New York Review of Books in 1973/74.
Sharpness and resolution as the photographictechnical dogma of commercial interest were
questioned and critically defined.
Therefore, it was possible for me to immediately
start my own conceptual works without long
hesitations and obstacles, which I pushed
intensively. It was the great time of emerging
photo-self-staging. Material waste of industry and
paper scraps lay around in the streets, in all
directions. Huge rolls of paper, probably intended
for newspaper printing, had been left lying around
or forgotten during loading, perhaps even dumped
because of overloading. Actually, no one needed
to buy paper. I found the gray photo boxes for my
Photographic Diary Sheets in 100 piece packs just
more or less outside the door of the loft I shared
with Robert Hughes, a brilliant, eccentric writer
and art critic.
Through Robert Hughes, I met some of the
important American artists he sometimes invited
to dinner, such as Robert Motherwell with his wife
he had recently married, photographer Renate
Ponsold, Frank Stella, Rauschenberg, and so on.
Robert Motherwell discussed his latest works with
Bob and mentioned in passing his collages that
he kept making during the painting process to
invent solutions to the design problems that arose
while painting. I had just started my Photographical
Diary, almost daily collages with my photo
experiments. The conversation with Motherwell
was for me exactly at that decisive moment
I decided to intensify my collages.

VERA LEHNDORFF & HOLGER TRÜLZSCH
“Work in progress”
Polaroid SX 70
Hamburg Altona 1978-1979
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New York was a culture shock for me and an
immense boost to my development. It’s clear that
you don’t live in a nowhere without history. The
disintegration and dissolution techniques that we
used in the Oxydation had a partial connection to
my artistic experiences in New York, to the art
practices that emerged at that time, such as the
conceptual, the performative in photography and
video, the serial, the minimalist, the monumental
land grabs of land art, the deconstruction theories
that were at the center of discussions at the time.
A wide variety of art actions also took place in the
streets of SoHo, some even obstructed traffic, but
no one was bothered by them. My photographs
(1973/74) on the Waterfront Piers by the Hudson
River in Manhattan were not without risk, because
trespassing was strictly forbidden. In 1975,
Gordon Matta-Clark began his Day’s End cutout
actions in these huge, half-decayed waterfront
piers. Somehow, many art actions also had to do
with the mood of doom in New York, which at that
time was on the verge of bankruptcy and whose
unprofitability, or better the entire erasure of this
historic city, was seriously discussed in the media
and politics. The mood created by this had
something eerie, apocalyptic, even if no one really
believed it, the threat was always subliminally
effective. This undoubtedly shows the profound
difference in cultural values in European and
American society. The American, pragmatically
oriented society has no history of its own. In
European culture, art is called a figurative, which
means, in a figurative sense, that on the one hand
it can be related to its entire history, but on the
other hand it also implies a reflection, necessary
in this historical context, based on detailed
knowledge and relatively precise references to its
history. This is simply inconceivable, even
nonsensical, to the American understanding of
history. In this context, European culture is merely
a citation and investment resort without the
slightest commitment to historical truth. This quite
clever pragmatism of my American artist friends
had always struck me.
In the 70s, the international art world, especially
in New York, had long changed completely in a
variety of movements, had expanded across
borders, and had thrown almost every dogma
overboard. A decade later, SoHo had mutated
into a culture industry and a monetary art
speculation stage.
MM: One of your very first collaborations is the
Oxydation series (1970-86)? Can you walk us
through the work?
HT: We created Oxydation from 1976 to 78 as a
relatively open overall project, without having
defined our scenarios in advance in terms of
content and theory. We found this too burdensome
and, above all, an impediment to artistic activity.
Each action logically developed into the next. The
resulting conflicts and reflections developed with
the works. The range of possibilities was so diverse
that we were able to rely on our intuition as to what
the following motif had to be, based on our
previous experiences. Of course, some of my
experiences from my time in SoHo/NoHo already
entered into it.
We had been looking for a long time for a place
that would not only reveal the human dimension
of natural decay in the beauty-icon body, but we
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also wanted to show the cosmetic skin of an
eternal youthfulness the permanent threat of
destructive vulnerability and fragility. The medial,
impersonal body Veruschka was violated by the
radicality of vulnerable sharp-edged, rusty iron
parts, torn out electric cables, sockets and light
switches, oxidized water pipes, cracked paint
layers, also, this is important in our work, as results
of a human destructive rage, and became human
material, permeated by decaying matter. The
fashionable, photographic body should sink into
this matter as a commercially connoted commodity
object, but at the same time emerge from it again;
however, we had to use violence on this spherical
iconic body.
The almost unavoidable association with the
concentration camps of the murderous Nazi
dictatorship was not even mentioned. This
subliminally permeated our perceptions during the
work on the Oxydation. It would have been too
heavy a burden, which would probably have
crushed us, at least it would have hindered us
enormously to take up the force of this decay
aesthetic of a rusty industrial ruin reeking of animal
cadavers and piss in its aesthetic fullness and to
transform it in our work. Subliminally, this
monstrosity, the Holocaust, which marked our
generation severely, remained a constant noise in
our subconscious, but one that we did not want to
give in to under any circumstances, so as not to
hinder our work energy or even to be caught up in
a moralizing fit by the inability of the unspeakable,
the unrepresentable, and to be carried away by
cynicism and kitsch. There is no answer to the
Holocaust. Paul Celan was probably the only poet
who could express his suffering for it.
The American poet and art essayist Richard
Milazzo obviously disagrees with this in relation
to our work. In his book, A Kiss before Dying:
Walter Robinson, he wrote an essay in which he
describes his impression when looking at our
paintings: even several of these titles speak to the
not-so-sublimated brutal historical event of the
Holocaust, despite their verbal deflections, and
the deflections of others, for the sake of the purely
aesthetic. Which, of course, further denies or
misconstrues the political or social nature of the
transvaluation of all values implicit. We have only
to read Camus and Adorno on Kafka to see how
true this is.
He referred to titles like Installation of Pipe Driven
Through Head, Living Matter in Space, Iron Pillar
with Drainpipe Head of our Oxydation series, also
the Sirius Prato paintings 1984-1988 and probably
also the Novalis sentence we prefixed to our
Oxydation: “Life is a forced oxydation”. This made
us think and made us feel insecure for the time
being. Possibly we had with our work Oxydation,
but also in the subsequent project in Prato Sirius,
where the dog was buried, this inconceivable,
painful abyss of our German past in our images
subconsciously reflected without us being aware
of it. Possibly precisely for this reason...
Gerhard Richter already knew in advance that this
human abyss cannot be depicted intentionally,
but he tried it anyway and for safety’s sake or also
intentionally documented his assumed heroic
failure in several phases photographically and
thus made it accessible.

MM: This series was described by writer and
historian Susan Sontag as one of your most
poignant works exacerbating the intensity of
pain, of the idea of a woman completely
vulnerable, and “encrusted with odd objects”.
The idea of going beyond the body through pain,
through estrangement… How do you feel about
Sontag’s words?
HT: We had several conversations with Susan
Sontag before she started writing the essay. Her
essay was brilliant, which helped us to put the
eternally stupid questions about Veruschka’s
career into perspective and to set our work on a
high level, which, by the way, was also evoked by
the equally cheap essays by Gary Indiana and
also Robert Hughes’ essay from 1985. Lastly, the
courageous, excellent essay by Richard Milazzo.
MM: The exhibition at Galleria Regionale d’Arte
Contemporanea Luigi Spazzapan presents also
videos, some as the documentation of your
photographic work as art work itself like
Salomé, from 1972, cut to give the feeling of a
raw documentary, without any cinematographic
appearance. The movie was finished just before
the great Italian actor, director, philosopher
Carmelo Bene finished his Salomé where Vera
had a small role. Tell me about how the idea of
this video came about.
HT: Salomé was born in the hype of Super 8 films,
which everyone could buy for a relatively small
amount. With the Super 8 cassette one also bought
at the same time the development. It was a
revolution that vulgarized the cinema experience
and made it accessible to everyone. The harbingers
of videomania. We had in our house, as far as I
remember, about 6 to 8 Super 8 cameras. Everyone
was filming something at some point. In the
evenings, on warm summer evenings, we projected
our film results on a 4 x 5 m screen in the courtyard
of the baroque house and played our latest Moog
sound productions over the loudspeakers. What I
remembered most clearly was the rattling sound
of the projection machine, and sometimes, when
the film reel would tangle and stop, the fantastic
visual melting in the burning of the film strip.
Everywhere colorful plastic bags lay in the
courtyard in which one could comfortably loll
about, powerful joints carried us away into these
color and sound orgies.
My idea for this Super 8 film was inspired by Jonas
Meka’s intimate shaky cam series, Kenneth
Anger’s excessive diabolical appearances in
Lucifer Rising and Carmelo Bene’s ingenious film
sets, as well as the kitschy hippie body, makeup
and fashion industry decors. I sprayed the highceilinged plastic sacks in the courtyard, where we
could lounge comfortably, powerful joints
entranced us with color and sound orgies. I
sprayed the tall grasses of the garden hill with
colors opposite to the natural green. The
performance begins with the grotesque herbal
beauty mask, which awakens from the grass just
as green, the face glued to the tough mask to a
grotesque monstruous death mask awakens,
gasping for breath, cut to the hill, the mannequin
doll bursts into flames, a black Prometheus with
two-tone plastic film on the arms like giant wings,
rises from the ashes and transforms into a naked
Salomé dancing in a veil of plastic foil, who plunges
into the hill in a gyrating tumble and transforms
into an elegiac self-absorbed fashion queen with

a face covered with colorful glass clinkers, lolling
in a semi-trance in the grass. Afterwards she
dances, the fashion princess, with plastic veils
over the field and entangles herself theatrically in
captivating plastic clotheslines, as Salomé in an
attempt to free herself from a more and more
entangling confinement. It was supposed to be an
ironic satirical, but also light story, due to the spirit
of the 70s, where one still had no feelings of guilt,
feminism was still systemic and not controlled by
feelings. One still approached the matter without
reservation, with artistic verve, without fear of
failure. Blackfaces like our Prometheus had
nothing to do with the racist definition. “Black is
beautiful” insisted Angela Davis and Eldridge
Cleaver in the 70s in the political asylum in Paris,
where they could temporarily live in the house with
Edith and Pierre Cotrell in the Rue d’Astorg.
VL: He always had these curt remarks ready, which
shocked people at that time. He often answered
stupid journalists’ questions in an insulting way,
because he found these stupidities insulting and
impertinent towards him. He was humorous but
radical.
MM: One of the most interesting point of Bene’s
philosophy is the idea of language and how
language is affecting out thoughts. Similarly
to French philosopher Lacan: at the moment
we believe we are the origin of our thoughts
and words we are actually being played by
language itself. It’s interesting how your work
also questions the codes of art language.
HT: Carmelo explained to me in passing, when we
were trying to work on his script for the film
Salomé, which was short-lived because all he
really needed was someone who agreed with his
views, that he was the one who was sure that if
you didn’t get your hands on the right book at the
right moment at the age of 18 and find THE
important master, you wouldn’t be able to develop
anything significant. Incessantly, no matter where
we were, he practiced his pronunciation and
muscular facial control, relaxed on top,
concentrated on the bottom and vice versa, while
uttering words and malming in his mouth, drooping
and shaking his lips, while straining his eyes and
forehead, in order to create the right tension of
mimic expression and word meaning and guttural
sounds such as moaning, clearing his throat,
roaring in anger. We also talked, of course, about
how to make the right sounds. Of course, we also
talked about Nietzsche’s unhappy infatuation with
Salomé, who, in the famous photo with him and
Paul Rée in the little carriage, is swinging the whip
pulled by both of them. He was referring to the
two of us and our relationship with Vera, who had

captivated us. He had something ahead of the
American film avant-garde of that time, which
made his films so revolutionary, even into our time,
even if this is hardly noticed by today’s filmmakers:
his enormous knowledge of philosophy, literature,
art and above all the visual language of theater
and film. He was a close friend of Deleuze, who
devoted an important chapter to him in his treatises
on film theory.
MM: How was it to work with Carmelo Bene?
Like you, he was very much interested in
questioning the meaning of “sense,” of “being,”
of female presence.
VL: I was very honored to be working with him, and
yes, we certainly had some connections regarding
the sense of being and disappearing; we had long,
extensive talks but also lots of silent moments. I
think he was expecting something more from me
than just a work collaboration. At that time, I was
very focused on my private relationship with Holger
and our work together.
MM: You have often mentioned how being an
icon in fashion resulted in the wish to get back
to the art world. Looking back at that intense
time as a fashion icon, what feelings did it leave
behind?
VL: Of gratitude towards all the many talents I had
the fantastic privilege to work with and share
incredible creative moments on and offset. Fashion
back then was very much a creative process too;
much was improvised, like a performance.
MM: In the 70s. fashion was still building a
strong liaison with art that continued through
the 90s but it’s long mutated into something
very different.
VL: I had the impression that fashion designers
and photographers “used art”, rather than art
being established in fashion. Dalí was an exception;
he was not afraid to design a magazine issue of
the American Vogue in which he reenacted Mao
with me. I met some great artists, but in the milieu
of (fine) arts, a model was a commercial figure
from the media and fashion industry that was not
to be frequented. This was also a big obstacle for
our initial work. Only in the 1980s, with the
emergence of a huge international art market, this
limitation slowly dissolved in New York, from which
we could also benefit.
MM: By the end of the 80s you gained
international success. Andy Warhol, Longo,
Schnabel, Mapplethorpe, Basquiat, Cindy
Sherman, were interested in your work and
came regularly to your exhibitions. It was a very
peculiar moment in art, how did it feel? Where

you fascinated by or bonded with one particular
artist?
HT: Andy Warhol came to all our openings, Julian
Schnabel loudly said “great paintings, guys!” Gary
Indiana then burst out laughing. The great New
York gallery owner Allan Stone was less
enthusiastic and yelled “your first show had been
better”. Everyone laughed. Mapplethorpe stood
around with his skull cane. An artist, I don’t
remember who it was, said dryly “now you made
it in the Arts”. Avedon hugged us both and
congratulated us, obviously impressed by the many
artists present. It was a great atmosphere at our
exhibitions.
Our first exhibition Oxydation in 1985 in New York
was an unexpected success. Word spread quickly
in SoHo/NoHo without us really realizing it. The
opening was packed, Robert Longo was thrilled.
Keith Haring, who a year later, in 1986, integrated
his painted body and that of Grace Jones in his
painting space installation, came too. Andy
Warhol, Robert Hughes, Julian Schnabel, Jean
Michel Basquiat, Mark du Suvero, Jon Kessler,
Mapplethorpe, Susan Sontag, Gary Indiana, David
Sally, Susan and Shusaku Arakawa, Dick Avedon,
Clemente and many others came. Our work was
unreservedly accepted and marveled at. This
openness in New York naturally pleased us. The
European distrust of the art scene and its ill will
were far away.
MM: A particular work Sirius, where the dog had
been buried sees textiles as protagonists, a
video work filmed in Prato between 84 and 88.
Again, we see a raw cut, “non finished” fluid
where the colours and their beauty is so
poignant, and where the sets changed
constantly. There is an idea of non-permanence,
of perpetual mutation. Please tell me more
about this work.
HT: Richard Milazzo wrote in his essay A Kiss
before Dying: Walter Robinson about a Prato/
Sirius work: “When I first looked at this image, I
thought I was staring at an image of the dead
bodies stacked in the concentration camp at
Auschwitz/ Poland”.
I filmed the Prato sequences in 16mm, which was
actually already a film format, unlike Super 8mm.
But still I decided not to edit the material, on the
contrary, it should not satisfy the cinematic
character of an artificial, illusionistic presence. The
unedited juxtaposition of the recording-film reels
seemed to me much more adequate than the
orientation towards narrative systems. I was
interested in the rupture of the film material, which
did not allow any illusionism, avoiding any form of

“Andy Warhol came to all our openings, Julian Schnabel loudly said
“great paintings, guys!” Gary Indiana then burst out laughing.
The great New York gallery owner Allan Stone was less enthusiastic
and yelled “your first show had been better”. Everyone laughed.
Mapplethorpe stood around with his skull cane. An artist, I don’t
remember who it was, said dryly “now you made it in the Arts”.”
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cinematic imposition of reality. In any case, I wanted
to eliminate the illusion of a reality of the commercial
film and make the film material visible with all its
flaws. So, no editing, but all breaks had to remain
visible. I always found the editing of Super 8mm
films inadequate; on the contrary, the breaks were
highly interesting. The visible light aberrations and
imprecise connections between the different
scenes created something very interesting for me:
a perceptible dimension of different time speeds
and breaks, and thus a much more present form
of a perception of the film material.
MM: The meaning of gaze, of self-portrait, of
architectural space. It’s a journey into
dissolution of the being – Do you feel the idea
of perpetual time has always been in your work?
HT: I do not think that in our works the claim of an
eternal time dimension applies, this excludes the
matter of color photography due to its relatively
time-limited nature, even if the dye-transfer print
quality promises a life span of more than 50 to 100
years, depending on the quality of the color
pigments.
MM: There is a sense of urgency in your work,
the urgency to look beyond the image. How do
feel the art world changed over the years in
this sense?
HT: The art world has agreed on the basis of a
monetary assignment of value to works of art,
which today generally dominates and reduces the
perception of art to a primitive speculation and
consumer attitude. The assignment of value to a
work of art is today determined by a small group
of financially strong collectors and dealers, which
has nothing whatsoever to do with art, but
determines the art scene internationally. Crucial
works are withdrawn from the perception of art
and disappear into the black holes of the depots
and are, if at all, only available as digital
reproductions on screen. Even if it seems that the
art market is democratizing itself through the
online presence enforced by the pandemic, this
is unlikely to change the archaic nature of the art
industry. The tangible material presence of the
works in their materiality has long since been
replaced by the reproductive flatness on the
smartphone display which doesn’t correctly
represent color (nor dimensions). They change
from display to display, from screen to screen,
depending on the color filter set, their quality. Thus,
the original is often disappointing, which does not
even play a significant role, because the monetary
allocation is what matters. This also applies to our
works, even if these, as the art market calls it, are
already photographic “flatware”.
The exhibition Behind the Appearances by Holger
Trülzsch and Vera Lehndorff will open to the public
from July 15th until October 15th 2021.
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“Working Scene”
Fish Auction Hall, Hamburg-Altona 1978
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silver bromide artist print
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